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Abstract

This article compares contract farming with share tenancy,

another labour regime in which smallholder farmers are

bound by contract to deliver produce to another, usually

more powerful party. Based on research in the Javanese

village of Kaliloro, we explore contracting and shar-

ecropping as labour regimes, each with their own specific

mechanisms of surplus transfer from producers to non-pro-

ducers. The cases compared are sharecropping of irrigated

rice, contract farming of watermelon, and contract farming

of poultry. There are important differences in how labour

inputs are organized, how decisions are made, how costs

are divided between landowner/contractor and farmer, and

in the mechanisms of surplus transfer between the con-

tracting parties. Exploring these differences allows us to

understand and compare the role of the two labour regimes

in the penetration of capital into the rural economy. Neither

contract farming nor share tenancy are in themselves “win-

win” or “win-lose” relationships, good or bad for small-scale

cultivators. The actual balance of burdens and benefits—

often contravening the provisions of written contracts or

state regulation—is determined by power relations between

the contracting parties.
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1 | CONTRACT FARMING, SHARE TENANCY, AND THE PENETRATION
OF CAPITAL IN AGRICULTURE

While in a production sense concentration in agriculture is scarcely reflected in the formation of new

large-scale undertakings, in an economic sense capitalism as a general economic system makes great

headway in agriculture. In what forms does this take place? (Chayanov, 1966 [1925], p. 257)

This paper aims to better understand contract farming as a labour regime and as a way in which “capitalism makes

great headway in agriculture” as Chayanov wrote almost a century ago. We compare it with share tenancy, another

labour regime in which smallholder farmers are bound by a forward contract to deliver produce to another party.

Based on research in the Javanese village of Kaliloro, we compare the sharecropping of irrigated rice with contract

farming of watermelon, and contract farming of poultry.

Contract farming involves a forward contract, “the most basic form of agricultural commodity derivative,” in

which farmers commit themselves to deliver their product to a specific buyer, usually at a price agreed in advance, at

a set time in the future (Clapp & Isakson, 2018, p. 33). Sharecropping involves not the advance sale of the crop but

“the provision of the means of production, or some of them, by one party in return for a share of the crop yield”
(Pearce, 1983, p. 42). Although not generally included in academic and policy debates on contract farming, it can be

considered to involve another type of forward contract. When comparing contract farming with sharecropping, as

Little notes (1994, pp. 217–218) “the boundaries become very indistinct.” There are, however, important differences

as well as similarities. In both share tenancy and contract farming—unlike in simple tenancy contracts—the cultivators

are generally not free to choose the crop they plant, and they are bound by contract to deliver part

(in sharecropping) or all (in contract farming) of the harvest to another party in exchange for provision of specified

inputs. Both involve cultivators in a “relational mechanism of access” (Ribot & Peluso, 2003, p. 164) to key produc-

tion resources. But there the comparison stops. Share tenants exchange (a share of) their produce for access to land,

while contract farmers exchange their produce for access to non-land inputs, farming on land which they own or

control themselves.

There may be important differences in how labour inputs are organized, how decisions on inputs, and their costs,

are divided between landowner/contractor and farmer, in the mechanisms of surplus transfer between the contract-

ing parties, and in the insertion of both in local and global value chains. Exploring these similarities and differences

allows us to contribute to two recurrent themes in the literature on contract farming and share tenancy: first, their

relative roles in the penetration of capital and capitalist relations in the rural economy, and second their implications

for rural class formation and smallholder survival.1

Chayanov noted a century ago that “these trading links [between farmers and ‘trading capitalism’] … are always

the first means of organizing scattered peasant farms and of opening the first path for the penetration of capitalist

relations into the countryside.” As the “trading machine … begins to actively interfere in the organization of produc-

tion […] it lays down technical conditions, issues seeds and fertilizers, determines the rotation, and turns its clients

into technical executors of its designs and economic plans.” In the more advanced forms of this financialization pro-

cess “these ways in which capitalism penetrates agriculture […] convert the farmers into a labour force working with

other people's means of production” (Chayanov, 1966 [1925], pp. 258, 262). This idea was echoed 70 years later by

characterizations of contract farming as “disguised proletarianization” (Little & Watts, 1994, p. 17; Watts, 1994,

p. 64, and subsequently Hough, 2019, p. 507; Taylor & Rioux, 2018, p. 112).

Since the 1980s, as discussed further in the editors' introduction to this volume, contract farming has been the

subject of intense ideological debates, in a “battle of interpretations.” On the one hand, neoclassical economists and

neoliberal policy agencies see it as an efficient “win-win” arrangement offering benefits to both agribusiness and

1See, for example, the arguments on sharecropping in (Lehmann, 1986; Mossbrucker, 1992; Pearce, 1983) and on contract farming in (Little, 1994;

Oya, 2012; Vicol, 2019).
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smallholders, and a way out of poverty for peasants. On the other, agrarian scholars and scholar-activists see it, as

did Chayanov, as a way in which capital penetrates the countryside and “a mechanism for global agribusiness to

exploit peasants and labour” (Oya, 2012, p. 5). Studying seasonal contract farming in northern Thailand, Andrew

Walker dismissed academic descriptions of contract farming as “the penetration of capital into the countryside” as

“clumsy.” However, we find “penetration of capital” an accurate and useful description of what actually happens, as

external capital links itself through contracts to rural smallholder production.

Like outsourcing in manufacturing industry, contract farming “spatially splinters the labour force, and external-

izes the labour process, together with the risks and costs of production, to local growers” (Baglioni, 2018, 115). The
lower costs of labour, and ease of labour control, are seen by many as a key motivation for agribusiness to engage in

contract farming rather than managing large-scale farms using a mass wage labour force. Relying on indirect rather

than direct exploitation of labour, contract farming reduces labour supervision costs and avoids union conflicts and

labour regulations. It further ensures the incorporation of cheap labour through the labour of both smallholders and

their family members, and—where smallholders themselves hire in labour - the availability of casual labour at a frac-

tion of formal-sector wage levels (Oya, 2012, p. 20). Contracted smallholding is “a particularly resilient form of pro-

duction where the rural armies of hidden, informal and unpaid workers typically orbit”; where unpaid family labour is

important, it has been linked to new or intensified forms of subordination of women (Baglioni, 2018, pp. 215, 216).2

The unpaid labour of women and junior family members in outsourced/contracted production can also be a basis for

“endo-familial accumulation” and in turn for a step from petty commodity to petty capitalist production in which

family labour is increasingly withdrawn and replaced by wage labour (Cook, 1984; Cook & Binford, 1986).

Various overview studies of contract farming have noted the enormous diversity of contract-farming arrange-

ments. In Sub-Saharan Africa they vary “on a continuum from a simple buying deal with some seasonal credit and lit-

tle intervention by the buyer in the production process … to a quasi-plantation system where outgrowers labour as

quasi wage-workers (under extreme production contracts)” (Oya, 2012, p. 15). This great diversity means that we

should avoid generic, essentialist interpretations of the contract farming form as either “good” or “bad,” “win-win,”
or “win-lose” (Little, 1994; Vicol, 2019); “it is better to focus on the motives and power relationships of contracting

parties than on the generic institution […] This position […] draws attention to the content of the contracting rela-

tionship rather than its structure and focuses on how power is shared – if at all – between ‘the firm’ and growers”
(Little, 1994, p. 245).

In framing our comparison we see share tenancy and contract farming not as modes of production in them-

selves, but as labour regimes. The concept of labour regime in Bernstein's original formulation (1998, pp. 31–32)

includes both the “different methods of mobilizing labour and organizing it in production, and their social, economic,

and political conditions.” Over the years, other authors have placed more explicit emphasis on the element of social

reproduction in the “social, economic and political conditions” (e.g., Jonas, 1996, 325; Taylor & Rioux, 2018, 31 citing

Deyo, 2001; Anon., 2017, 241 introducing Li, 2017). Many studies employ a multi-level approach, embracing both

the “macro labour regime” shaped by the broader dynamics of regional, national and global accumulation and the

“local labour control regimes” which link macro regimes to local and “historically contingent and territorially embed-

ded … mechanisms which coordinate time-space reciprocities between production, work, consumption and labour

reproduction within a local labour market” (Jonas, 1996, 325; Pattenden, 2016). Contemporary work on labour

regimes in the global South has tended to focus mainly on the conditions of labour in complex global commodity

chains in both manufactures and agri-export production. But it can as legitimately be applied, as our study does, to

simpler production chains and networks and to production for domestic markets in “capitalism's peripheral back

alleys and side streets rather than its global superhighways” (Hough, 2019, p. 507).

Comparison of share tenancy and contract farming as labour regimes requires us to identify the various means

of surplus extraction to which share tenants and contract farmers may be subject. For this, we use a framework origi-

nally proposed four decades ago by Deere and de Janvry (1979). The framework (shown in diagrammatic form in the

2Baglioni's study follows on Maureen Mackintosh's (1989) pioneering work a generation earlier in the same region of Senegal.
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Annexe) identifies eight possible mechanisms of surplus extraction to which peasant households may be subject.

Some of these mechanisms are located in the sphere of physical production and reproduction, that is, not involving

monetary transactions. These are: rent in kind, rent in labour services, and surplus value in the wage labour process.

Others are located in the sphere of monetary circulation: rent in cash, interest on loans, terms of trade in input sup-

ply and output marketing, and taxes.

Our information on share tenancy rests on a relatively solid empirical base, being derived from household and

farmer surveys carried out by the first author in 1973 and both authors in 2017, and further work with a small num-

ber of cases in 2019. For contract farming—which was not found in Kaliloro in 1973—in late 2019 and early 2020

we were able to interview only seven watermelon farmers and three poultry farmers before our field visits were cut

short by the Covid-19 restrictions. It should be noted that our purpose in this paper has been to identify and map

the mechanisms of surplus extraction, not to quantify them; we have not attempted any detailed farm-management

analysis.

2 | SHARE TENANCY AND CONTRACT FARMING IN INDONESIA

Both share tenancy and contracted smallholder farming have long histories in Indonesia. Share tenancy was widely

found in most parts of Java In the first years of the 20th century, mainly in staple food production (Scheltema,

1931). Large holdings tended not to be managed as large wage-labour farms, but sharecropped or rented out in small

parcels so that “the small-farm enterprise persists” (Ploegsma, 1936, p. 61). Independent Indonesia's 1960 Law on

Share Tenancy attempted to protect the interests of share tenants. It was not enforced on any significant scale, but

the Indonesian Peasants' Front campaigned for its implementation and this may have provoked some landowners to

shift from share tenancy to wage labour for a brief period in the early 1960s. In the early years of Suharto's “New

Order” regime (1967–1998) it became clear that the Law would not be implemented, and there is some evidence

that since then share tenancy has not declined but increased in Java's increasingly commoditized smallholder rice

sector (White, 2018), as it has in Kaliloro.

For four decades in the mid-19th century (1830–1870), colonial systems of extraction in Java were based on a

form of enforced contract farming, the so-called cultuurstelsel (“cultivation system”). In order to have the right to

be a smallholder farmer, villagers had to plant a portion of their land with government crops destined for export

(mostly coffee, sugarcane, indigo, and tobacco) and deliver them against fixed prices (Breman, 2015; Elson, 1994).

From 1870 onwards, forced cultivation gave way to corporate plantations using wage labour, which persisted as

the dominant export-crop labour regime until independence and beyond, with most plantations becoming

state owned corporations after nationalization of Dutch and Belgian assets in the late 1950s. Starting in the

mid-1970s, at the height of the Suharto regime, new policies with World Bank support aimed to transform part of

plantation-based production (in sugarcane, tea, and some other crops) into “Nucleus Estate - Smallholder” contract

farming regimes (White, 1999). In the 1980s the first large-scale corporate land grabs for oil palm emerged in

Kalimantan and Sumatra, often basing their production on a combination of plantation labour and contract farming

(Li & Semedi, 2021).

In the same period urbanization, growing urban middle classes, a burgeoning tourist sector and

supermarketization of urban consumer purchasing patterns stimulated the expansion of contract-farming chains for

fresh vegetables, milk, poultry and eggs, etc. for domestic markets. A series of Presidential Decisions and other regu-

lations established institutionalized contract farming or outgrower systems as the preferred—and in some cases the

only permitted—form of production in many branches of commercial agro-production for both export and domestic

markets, including sugar cane, tree crops such as tea, rubber, oil palm and coconuts, dairy, poultry and egg produc-

tion and coastal brackish-water shrimp ponds (tambak). In these “inti – rakyat” (nucleus–smallholder) models, the

smallholders are collectively known as plasma, which may reflect the corporate view of the contracted smallholders

as a formless and malleable mass (White, 1999).
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With liberalization in the last two post-Suharto decades, agribusiness corporations have been busily penetrating

the upstream and downstream points in agrifood chains: seeds, fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides on the upstream,

and marketing and processing on the downstream side. With Indonesia's large and growing urban population—now

more than half of its total 276 million population—growing urban middle classes, and many net food buyers among

the rural population, there are expanding opportunities for all kinds of crop, livestock and poultry production for

domestic markets, as well as new opportunities for non-traditional exports. Many of these emerging or expanding

niches are being occupied by contract farming arrangements. Mixed home gardens, the traditional suppliers of the

urban fruit market, have since the late 1980s started to give way to specialized fruit orchards (Suryanata, 1999).

Studies in Java, Bali, and Lombok islands have explored smallholder contract farming in long-term tree crops such as

coconuts, mangosteen, citrus, and cashews, annual or seasonal crops such as seed rice and seed corn, sugarcane,

tobacco, and many kinds of high-value seasonal vegetables, poultry and milk for domestic markets and specialized

crops like young ginger and seaweed for export (Patrick, 2004; Simmons et al., 2005; Suryanata, 1999; White, 1999).

The same diversity in contract forms and actors is found in Indonesia as in other countries, the three main types

being large-scale corporate “nucleus-plasma” outgrower schemes; subcontracting arrangements where agribusiness

contracts to supply to a third party (e.g., hotels and supermarkets) and contracts out production to smallholders; and

simpler, more informal “harvest and pay” arrangements where a trader provides seeds and/or credits to smallholders

who are then committed to sell to the trader, the credit repayment being deducted from the harvest payment

(Patrick, 2004). A general impression of these large-scale contract farming schemes, involving long-term contracts

with monopsonistic state-owned corporations or private corporations with heavy state backing, is that smallholders

are in a very weak bargaining position (Cramb & McCarthy, 2016; White, 1999). In principle, smallholders in short-

term contracts to grow seasonal/annual crops should have better bargaining positions than those locked in long-term

tree-crop contracts with large, monopsonistic and powerful corporations. Each year or each season they have the

fallback option—if they are not in chronic debt to their juragan (“boss”) contractors—of stopping, or shifting to

another crop and/or to another juragan.

3 | SMALLHOLDER FARMING AND SHARECROPPING IN KALILORO

Kaliloro3 is a large village with about 2,800 households and 10,500 population, located about 25 km from the city of

Yogyakarta, in southern Central Java.

Household surveys4 carried out by the first author in 1972–73 showed that almost 40% of households owned

no rice fields (sawah). The average size of sawah farms (operated holdings, counting the farmer households only) was

only 0.21 ha. The top 6% of landowning households (with holdings of more than 0.5 ha) owned more than half of all

the sawah. Our household surveys in 2017 show that during the ensuing 45 years of Green Revolution commodifica-

tion and many other economic and social changes, the proportions of landless and near-landless (those with less than

0.1 ha) have increased. But there is no evidence of concentration in farm sizes; the number of farms over 0.5 ha has

declined, and average farm sizes have declined from 0.21 to 0.17 ha. In the same period the proportion of share ten-

ants among smallholders has increased from 46% to almost 60%; among them, about two-thirds are part-tenants

entering share agreements to supplement their own meagre landholdings, while about one-third are pure (landless)

share tenants.5

For both land-rich, land-poor and landless households livelihood pluriactivity, combining farm- and non-farm

based income sources, was the norm both in the early 1970s and in recent years. In general land ownership, agricul-

tural incomes and non-farm incomes are positively interlinked, feeding on and into each other. Land control is still an

3The name is a pseudonym, as are all names of persons mentioned.
4All 411 households in five of the village's 26 neighbourhoods were surveyed in by the first author in 1972. We surveyed all households in the same five

neighbourhoods—their number having grown to 519—again in 2017.
5A detailed study of share tenancy in Kaliloro, and the reasons for its persistence and expansion, can be found in (Wijaya & White, 2019).
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important factor in rural class formation; but there are exceptions showing that it is no longer a necessary condition

for advancement, for example the landless watermelon contract farmer Sudibyo discussed below (Section 3.2.1) who

is on a path from petty commodity to petty capitalist production.

In the 1970s forms of share tenancy were found not only in food crops, but also in tree crops and animal hus-

bandry.6 Some poorer villagers were share-tappers on coconut trees of wealthier neighbours. Men climbed the trees

each morning and evening to collect the sap from bamboo containers hung underneath the efflorescence; women

boiled the sap down until thick enough to harden into palm sugar (gula Jawa). Perhaps because of the low earnings,

palm sugar production (by both owner- and share-tappers) had virtually disappeared some decades later in 2017.

Wealthier villagers often invested in cows and placed them in an agisting (gaduhan) agreement with poorer neigh-

bours, who fed and cared for them and later handed over half of the offspring, or half of the proceeds from sale of

the animal. The returns to labour per hour in the early 1970s were less than one-third of the basic agricultural (male)

wage rate. Such gaduhan agreements are still found today.

3.1 | Share tenancy as labour regime

Share tenancy in Kaliloro is most frequently an asymmetrical relationship involving surplus appropriation between

classes, but it can also be a relationship between relative equals. Our 2017 household surveys found that in all the

landowning classes there were both households sharecropping in land and households sharecropping out. While the

landless and near-landless are the majority of those sharecropping-in, smaller numbers among the larger owners also

sharecrop-in land to expand their farms. “Vertical” share tenancy relations (between different landholding classes)

co-exist with “horizontal” relations (among relative equals), and among the vertical transactions we find both

“upward” (from smaller to larger) and “downward” (from larger to smaller) flows. Share tenancy relations within the

lower landholding classes are sometimes a phase in the intergenerational transfer of land between generations. A

number of young farmers, male and female, were cultivating their parents' land on a crop-sharing basis.

The 55 hectares of the village-owned land (15% of all the village's sawah) is allocated to village and

neighbourhood officials as salary-land, or as pension-land for retired officials. The great majority of this land

(approximately 50 hectares) is parceled out to share tenants, usually in small plots and thus providing share tenancies

to several hundred farmers.

Share tenants are expected to cultivate only rice. We found only one who has found a way around this

constraint. Sudibyo, a landless share tenant, plants chillies on half of his 0.18 ha share-tenanted farm. He makes his

share payment to the landlord in cash as if it comes from the sale of the rice harvest while in fact, he keeps all the

rice harvest for his own family consumption.

Indonesia's 1960 Law on Share Tenancy—still on the books, but never implemented—specifies that all input

costs with the exception of the tenant's own labour are to be divided between tenant and landowner in the same

proportion as the division of the yield (Article 1.d). But share tenants in Kaliloro continue to be responsible for all

production costs, as was also found in Ambarwati et al.'s study of 12 rice producing villages (2016).

For landowners who are too busy, or unable, to manage cultivation themselves, share tenancy is a convenient

and effective labour regime, and mechanism of surplus transfer from labour to landowner. As the tenant's rent is paid

in kind, the tenant-landowner relations (and surplus transfer between them) remain outside the sphere of (monetary)

circulation, unless the tenant is also involved in credit relations with the landowner. In terms of “disguised proletari-

anization” it is interesting to note that our sharecropper respondents often referred to themselves disparagingly as

“just buruh [wage workers],” contrasting their position with tenants who can afford to rent in land for cash and are

free to use the land as they wish, and own everything that it produces.

6Details can be found in (White, 1976, pp. 182–3 and 198–99)
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In pre-Green Revolution rice cultivation—as practiced up to the early 1970s, that is, about two generations

ago—the means of work (tools, draft animals, seeds, and natural fertilizers) were also derived largely outside the

sphere of circulation, as were most or all of the non-family labour inputs. With the Green Revolution however, seeds,

fertilizers and pesticides are now purchased in cash, and tractor-power is hired for cash, with only harvest labour still

sometimes being paid in kind. The Green Revolution therefore has introduced a new set of surplus flows, not to local

landowners but to Chayanov's “trading capitalists,” the merchants and behind them the producers of industrial farm

inputs. In the sphere of production the share tenant channels surplus to the landowner as rent-in-kind, and in the

sphere of monetary circulation to the providers of his/her means of work through transactions with tractor-owners

and the various businesses providing seeds and industrial fertilizers and pesticides, and in some cases money-

lenders.

3.2 | Contract farming as labour regime

The two most popular horticultural crops grown on sawah (as distinct from fruits and vegetables grown on a small

scale in home-gardens) are chilly peppers and watermelon. Cultivation of both of these on a commercial scale began

in the 1990s, first chilly peppers and some years later watermelon. Chillies are normally produced without contract,

while watermelon growers frequently enter contracts with local juragan (“bosses”).7 Watermelons, purchased by

local juragan/tengkulak wholesalers, were originally often traded quite long distances to West and East Java, but in

more recent years they have been destined mainly for the growing markets within the Yogyakarta region. In these

local markets they compete with watermelons trucked in from distant places, particularly Lampung in southern

Sumatra.

The first broiler chicken farms in Kaliloro were established in the mid-1990s at about the same time as water-

melon farming. Prior to this, most households kept a few chickens around the house and occasionally sold a bird to

the local market, and some farmers raised “village chickens” (ayam jawa/ayam kampung) without contract, in sheds

with not more than 500 birds. In the mid-2000s a new breed of poultry, the ayam Joper (“Java super chicken,” an

improved local breed), became popular. Nowadays only broilers and ayam Joper are raised in commercial quantities,

as day-old ayam jawa chicks are no longer available. The poultry farms are not large by global standards, with a few

thousand birds—in other parts of Java there are some giant broiler farms with 100,000 birds or more—and they are

individual, not corporate enterprises.

3.2.1 | Contract farming (1): Watermelon

Although watermelon is a relatively high-input, high-risk and high-return crop of the sort that we might expect to be

cultivated by relatively wealthy landowning smallholders, land ownership is not a condition for entry into water-

melon farming. Only two of the seven watermelon growers we have interviewed grew the crop on their own land:

Rohman who owns about 2000 m2, and Parman who owns about 4000 m2. The others, all landless or near-landless,

rented in their land for a short growing season of only 2.0–2.5 months, either from individual owners, or from

village-owned Kas Desa land. The areas rented ranged from 1750 m2 to 1 ha. They told us watermelon farming

requires at least 1000 m2 to be profitable.

“Actually, the profit from 1,000 m2 is still very small,” said Sudibyo, “I normally try to rent at least

6000 m2, but not more than 1.0 ha.” Sudibyo, now 39 years old, is both a share tenant and a contract

farmer. He returned to the village 15 years ago after some years outside as a migrant worker.

7In the early years rock melons were also grown on contract, but later abandoned in favour of watermelon because they are more difficult to grow.
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Although landless he chose to become a farmer, accessing land through a combination of year-round

sharecropping and seasonal cash rental. Like other share tenants, he plants rice and delivers half of

the gross yield to the landowner, either in kind, or in cash after selling it. The agreement with the

landowner is informal, unwritten and potentially long-term (of indefinite duration until one or other

party decides to stop). This kind of relationship, according to Sudibyo, has persisted for generations,

since at least his grandfather's time. His main motivation for becoming a share tenant was to guaran-

tee his own family's rice needs.

Small farmers, he says, have a specific way of meeting household needs for both rice and cash. They

earn cash both through household pluriactivity (combining farm and non-farm income sources) and by

combining rice and commercial horticultural crops. For landless farmers like himself, renting in rice-

fields for watermelon production in the third season (the dry season after the second rice harvest) is

the most obvious way to engage in horticulture. Land rental costs for this short season – less than

three months – are lower than those for a rice-planting season: for a single rice crop rents are around

Rp. 1,500–1750 per square metre, while for the third season they are only Rp. 500/m2.8

The reason for these low rental rates is that rice cultivation is prohibited during the third season, and many farmers

leave their land fallow during that period. Kaliloro follows the Kulon Progo District regulations which prohibit rice

cultivation in the third season so as to reduce pest populations, allowing only rice—rice–fallow or rice—rice–non-rice

rotations. Yields of the traditional third-season palawija crops (soya and ground nuts) are much lower than rice yields,

and many farmers prefer to rent out their land to those who want to engage in higher-value horticulture production.

All seven respondents have at times grown watermelon under contract. The contractors are known as juragan

(“boss”). When farmers obtain seeds on credit, they are obliged to sell their watermelons to the juragan. The juragan

also sells the other needed inputs (fertilizers, pesticides, etc.) and will provide these on credit if needed, but this alone

does not oblige the producer to sell to the juragan: “we are only bound by a harvest contract if we take seed from

the juragan.” All respondents agreed that their main reason for entering a contract—when they do so, which is not

always the case—is to reduce the need for (own) working capital.

Rohman, one of the farmers growing watermelon on his own land, usually takes seeds from the juragan and

enters an (unwritten) contract for the sale of the harvest. He does this, he says, to reduce his expenses at the begin-

ning of the season, so he has enough funds to buy fertilizers and pesticides. He borrows 1200 seeds (for around

Rp. 800,000) to plant on his 2000-m2 plot. “I know it [the loan] isn't so much, but its better to take the seeds on

credit and repay at harvest time. This also gives me a market guarantee, I know there's a buyer for my crop.” Sudibyo
had the same reasoning. He saw no disadvantage to “doing business with the juragan,” as the contract provides both

working capital and a guaranteed market. When we asked about possible problems in the determination of the sale

price at harvest—which is not specified in the (unwritten) contract—both these farmers told us there is no real prob-

lem: “our juragan is relatively fair,9 and gives us the going market price.”
While these two farmers said watermelon prices under contract are just the same as those sold to a tengkulak

(middleman) on the open market, others disagreed. Hamdan, Parman, and the husband-wife couple Budi and Minah

told us the juragan buys at prices slightly lower than spot-market prices. “Even if it's only Rp. 200 less (per kg), that

makes quite a difference in the total price. So if possible, we try not to borrow from the juragan, then we are free to

sell to any buyer,” said Minah.

Even when farmers have entered a contract with a juragan, in practice they can still sell (part of) their harvest to

another buyer. This is because of limits to the amount of watermelons these relatively small-scale juragan are able to

8At the time of our interviews in late 2019 and early 2020 Rupiah values fluctuated between Rp. 13,500–16,000 to the US dollar and Rp. 14,000–17,500

to the Euro.
9In portraying the qualities of a “good” juragan, whether talking in Indonesian or Javanese language, our respondents most frequently used the English

word fair, and less frequently sportif (from the Dutch sportief, “sportsmanlike”)
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purchase and sell on. If a farmer produces between 5 and 10 tons, he will normally sell the harvest to at least two

juragan: first to the juragan who loaned him the seeds, and second to a tengkulak on the open market.

Our respondents told us that their juragan are in fact, just ordinary traders (pedagang, tengkulak). Farmers can

buy inputs from them for cash without any obligation to sell produce to them, and at harvest time they can sell pro-

duce to them even if not bound by debt. One juragan whom many of our respondents mentioned is the owner of a

large farm inputs store in Muntilan, a small town about 30 km north of Kaliloro. He sells many different brands of

farm inputs, both domestic and imported, and is a large-scale buyer of farm produce. The watermelons he buys are

then sold on both within and beyond the Yogyakarta region. Some watermelon farmers enter contracts with another

juragan who usually sells the produce on to large-scale traders in the Giwangan wholesale market, about 30 km away

on the southern fringe of Yogyakarta city, but sometimes to other traders who will bring them to more distant mar-

kets.10 The bigger, Muntilan-based juragan does not sell to Giwangan but trucks the produce to more distant

markets.

One of the earliest watermelon farmers in Kaliloro told us about his relationship with the juragan from Muntilan.

Parman, now 75 years old, owns 4000 m2 of sawah and started growing watermelon in 1996. Previously he had

followed the rice—rice–palawija crop rotation. For his first watermelon experiment in 1996 he used local seeds. But

before his second planting he met the juragan, who offered to provide seeds on credit and a guaranteed market, on

condition that he would use imported seed from the juragan: “he would give me whatever seed variety I wanted,

with only the one condition that it must be imported seed.”
The imported seeds, he told us, provide good yields, in both weight (10–15 kg per fruit) and quality (sweetness).

So for more than 20 years he has maintained the relationship with the same juragan. His three sons have now joined

him cultivating watermelon on his 4,000 m2. Interviewed together, they all agreed it's better to borrow seeds from

the juragan than money from the bank. They do not need so much cash for fertilizer, they said, as they now combine

chemical fertilizer with manure from their own livestock. One of the sons said that borrowing from the bank means

risking problems if you cannot repay the loan: “the bank can't understand the farmer's situation, for example if the

harvest is poor. So it's better just to borrow from the juragan, it's easier to deal with him as he's known us for a long

time.” Other producers however disagree. Sudibyo prefers to borrow from the BRI Bank's KUR programme,11

because it leaves him free to buy his own seeds—“the juragan also buy their seeds from the same farm shop as we

do”—and to sell on the open market. The BRI does not require land or other assets as security for the loan, and

although KUR loans are formally limited to Rp. 20 million, he and his brother can always take more: “the BRI will

always give you more, if they've dealt with you for a long time and you have a large enough farm.”
Watermelon is a relatively labour-intensive crop. Land preparation—by hand-tractor and two rounds of hoeing,

including composting and laying the plastic mulch sheets—seed preparation (at home), transplanting, crop care (fertil-

izing, pruning, and pollination), harvesting, and clearing of the field must all be completed within the crop's two-

month growing cycle. Depending on their scale of operation, and also to some extent on other demands on their

time, watermelon farmers may use only family labour, or a combination of family labour and wage labour. Women

(both family and hired) are involved in all stages of cultivation except ploughing and hoeing. The four of our seven

respondents who hire labour are not “armchair” farm managers, but work in the fields alongside the hired workers.

The hiring of labour in this way, in our view, does not necessarily indicate a capitalist labour relationship, but it does

reflect the extent of commodification in watermelon farming, as all elements of production and reproduction - seeds,

chemicals, land (in many cases rented for cash, as we have seen) labour and the product - are the objects of market

exchange, and subject to its logic (Bernstein, 2010, p. 124; van der Ploeg, 2013, p. 132).

10In Giwangan market local watermelons compete with watermelons trucked in from Lampung (southern Sumatra island). This continued even when such

movements were officially prohibited in 2019 under COVID-19 lockdown regulations.
11BRI: Bank Rakyat Indonesia (the Indonesian People's Bank, before Indonesian independence the Algemene Volkscredietbank), one of Indonesia's oldest and

largest banks specializing in small scale and microfinance lending, with approximately 30 million clients. The Government of Indonesia is the majority

shareholder.

KUR: Kredit Usaha Rakyat (People's Business Credit), a programme of the BRI.
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Three of our seven respondents (operating respectively 1500, 2000, and 4000 m2) used only their own family

labour, whether as contracted or independent watermelon farmers, the only exception being harvesting. Rohman

does all the work on his 2000-m2 farm himself, from land preparation with the tractor and hoe to laying down the

plastic mulch, planting, watering, fertilizing, pruning and spraying. But at harvest time he hires three workers at

Rp. 60,000 per day to harvest and carry the watermelons. In this way, if he does not “cost” his own labour, his total

costs per season are around Rp. 2.5–3.0 million, for seeds, fertilizer, pesticide, tractor fuel and harvest labour. His

watermelon harvest in normal years can be up to 3.5 tons. The juragan buys the harvest by weight, at prices ranging

between Rp. 2500 and 5000 per kg. “If prices are good I can earn up to Rp. 10 million, if they're not so good 5 or

6 million at most.” Rohman, who has almost always contracted his harvest to a juragan, says that if the harvest is

poor the juragan will extend the deadline for repayment of the loan.

On larger watermelon farms like that of Sudibyo (8000 m2) the labour picture is different. Besides the help of his

younger brother, Sudibyo needs 13 or 14 hired workers for land preparation and planting, and between planting and

harvest they need hired workers to help with the daily care of the plants. They spend, every season, up to Rp. 15 mil-

lion on hired labour, more than the cost of all other inputs and land rent together. Sudibyo and his brother's total cul-

tivation costs are about Rp. 32 million per season. They borrow Rp. 20 million from the local BRI bank, repaying

Rp. 21,094,000 after 3 months, and the rest comes from their joint savings. Sudibyo's account of his working capital

expenses are interesting, as in his book-keeping he records their total expenses as not 32 but 41 million Rupiah.

“The extra [9 million] costs are my labour, and my brother's. We include our labour as cost, just like the cost of the

wage labourers, and we each take our ‘wage’ at harvest time,” that is, before dividing the net profit. Four of our

seven respondents told us that they costed their own labour inputs in this way in their book-keeping. This may indi-

cate that they are moving away from the basic principle of the Chayanovian “family labour farm,” in which “[family]

labour … is not wage labour” (van der Ploeg, 2013, p. 15); in some cases, as when two brothers or other family mem-

bers farm together, it may function more simply as a convenient way of reflecting and correcting any imbalance in

their respective labour inputs in the division of the net income. As one respondent explained: “the two partners may

not make the same labour contribution, and this should be reflected in the division of the profits.”
Sudibyo estimates his gross income per season as anything up to Rp. 80 million. The bank loan can be repaid

from the harvest of 2000 m2 of his total 8000 m2, and the total harvest is around 20 tons, which he sells for

Rp. 4000/kg. Horticultural crops, he told us, are much more attractive than staple food crops. Other informants

shared this view, comparing horticulture with irrigated rice, which has a much longer growing season (105–115 days)

and low prices at harvest time. The hired workers also told us that they can earn more working in horticulture than

in rice cultivation. Although the watermelon season is much shorter, the labour inputs are more intensive and they

can earn more than when they work on rice farms.

Despite our respondents' generally positive experiences with contracted watermelon farming, there is also a

general perception that the conditions have been somewhat worsening in ways similar to the “agribusiness normali-

zation” noted in Vicol's study of contracted potato farmers in Maharashtra (2019, p. 51). Besides the rising cost of

the purchased inputs, they say, the quality of the seeds provided by the companies has deteriorated. Even the most

expensive seeds have germination rates not higher than 90% and produce watermelons that are of lower quality (less

sweet) and smaller (now usually under 10 kg) than in earlier years. “The companies today are getting smarter. If the

seeds are poor quality, they just give them a different name.”
In watermelon farming, then, surplus flows from the contracted farmers are all in the monetary sphere, through

the mechanisms of terms of trade (in input purchase and output sales), interest on loans, and for those who are ten-

ants, rent in cash. The only surplus flow to a destination within the village is land rent; to this we can add, for the

farmers who use wage labour, surplus value flowing from labourer to contract farmer. Like the Green Revolution rice

farmers in the neighbouring fields, watermelon farmers channel surplus through the juragan to “trading capital,” the
corporate businesses that provide seeds and industrial fertilizers and pesticides. As family labour gives way to hired

labour on the larger watermelon farms, some watermelon farmers are may be on a pathway from petty commodity

to petty capitalist production, though still dependent on juragan or BRI Bank for part of their working capital.
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3.2.2 | Contract farming (2): Poultry

Poultry production is perhaps the most striking example of industrialized agriculture, because a stan-

dardized “chicken factory” […] can be established anywhere that is profitable, thus “liberating” capital
from land and local specific constraints, which characterized the whole history of farming until now

(Bernstein, 2010, p. 91)

Both broiler and ayam Joper farmers enter contracts which oblige them to sell only to the contractor. But there are

differences in the conditions of contract, and in the contractors. The ayam Joper contractors are individual traders;

contracts are unwritten, and the contract is an informal relationship, similar to the watermelon contract. Broiler

farmers, in contrast, sign contracts legalized with a duty stamp (meterai) with one of the various formal-sector com-

panies (PT or CV)12 operating in Kaliloro. These companies, in turn, have sub-contracting relationships with large

agribusiness corporations which sell them all the inputs and purchase some of the broilers. These corporate giants

(such as PT Charoen Phokpand Indonesia and PT JAFPA Comfeed Indonesia) are also active on the downstream side,

processing and selling on the chickens to supermarket and fast food chains, while the intermediary/satellite compa-

nies sell to markets, smaller restaurant chains and catering firms.

Broiler contracts specify the number and price of day-old-chicks (DOC), the type and quantity of feed and medi-

cines to be delivered by the contractor, and also the sale price of the grown chickens which is fixed unilaterally by

the company. The signing of these contracts may be done by either the owner or a hired manager of the broiler farm

on the one hand, and by the company's extension officer (PPL) on the other. The contract commits the broiler farmer

(and the company) for only one batch, and farmers are free to negotiate a contract with another company for the

next batch. The companies that operate in Kaliloro send their PPL, armed with brochures, to visit prospective farmer

partners and offer new contracts.

As explained above, when our field research was interrupted by the COVID-19 related lockdown regulations we

had interviewed only three poultry farmers. One is the hired manager of a broiler farm and the other two the owners

of, and main workers in, ayam Joper farms.

Bardi has worked for seven years as manager on the broiler farm of Sugeng, a high official in the vil-

lage government. Bardi is also a share tenant on rice land and identifies himself primarily as a crop

farmer, describing the poultry farm work as a supplement to his farm income. Mr. and Mrs. Bardi are

responsible for all the work, giving the birds feed and medicines, monitoring their development and

keeping a daily log. For the care of each batch until they are sold, they receive a fixed rate payment

from Pak Sugeng. “Sometimes,” Bardi says, “I get a bonus if the sale price is good.”

The start-up costs (the poultry shed and equipment) are high, between Rp. 80–100 million for a farm

with 5000 bird capacity like Sugeng's. For a batch of 5000 birds, the costs of the non-labour inputs -

DOCs, feed, medicines, gas and rice bran - are even higher, almost Rp. 165 million. But nearly all of

these are provided on credit by the company; the only exceptions being some propane gas (for keep-

ing the young chicks warm at night) and locally-available rice bran, costing together less than Rp. 2.0

million per batch. The biggest single expense is the feed: 300 sacks for the 5,000 broilers' 35 days of

existence. Bardi sees the contractor partner company as making its profits not so much from the sale

of the final product (the broilers), as from the mark-up on sale of the inputs, especially the feed

(Rp. 120 million) and the DOCs (5000 x Rp. 8000 = Rp. 40 million). “The broiler farmers always lose

12PT (Perseroan Terbatas) is a Limited Liability Company, with shareholders; CV (Commanditaire Vennootschap, from Dutch) is a Limited Partnership without

shareholders.
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out to the company, its profits are enormous. If you ask me why, I cannot tell you, but it's really hard

for the broiler farmer to make a decent profit.”

Sugeng's profits as owner and “armchair farmer” are partly made possible by the very low manage-

ment fee paid to Mr. and Mrs. Bardi. They are paid Rp. 2 million (Rp. 400 per bird, if the 5000 birds

survive) for their combined daily work, over a period of 40 days (the 35 days from DOC to sale, plus

cleaning and maintenance to prepare for the next batch). The labour cost is therefore minuscule com-

pared to the cost of the non-labour inputs. Mr. and Mrs. Bardi's earnings for both of their inputs work

out at about Rp. 50,000 per day, the same as a single male agricultural worker's wage for the standard

half-day of field work in rice cultivation and less than the Rp. 60,000 paid to workers on watermelon

farms.13

Fajri and Taniyo's Joper farms are quite different. They own and work their farms themselves and keep only 1000

birds, in smaller sheds. Fajri told us he has much more freedom than a broiler farmer, as there is no written contract

and he is free to organize all inputs himself, except the DOCs. As with the watermelon farmers, the contract relation-

ship is based on the trader's provision of the “seeds” (in this case DOCs) on credit. Input prices vary seasonally, and

prices paid for the Joper chickens also vary by season and by quality. Taniyo's (unwritten) contract includes an agree-

ment on the sale price for different grades of chicken. He also buys his feed from the poultry reseller, although this is

not part of the agreement, at a slightly lower price than the open market (a couple of thousand Rupiah below the

normal price of Rp. 400,000 per sack) if he pays in cash.

Fajri estimates that he earns between 3.0 and 4.0 million as return to his investment and labour for each two-

month batch of 1,000 birds; Taniyo estimated his returns as somewhat more than that, up to 5.0 million (Rp. 29.0

million gross receipts, with costs of Rp. 24.0 million per batch).

The contractors for both Joper and broilers, Fajri told us, will accept a “normal” mortality rate without penalty.

For broiler farmers the contractor companies deliver two “reserve” chicks with every 100 to allow for normal mortal-

ity. But if the mortality rate is more than two per cent (i.e., 100 per 5000 birds) the contractor will usually take a

specimen for laboratory testing, to determine the disease or other cause of death. For broilers, the PPL regularly

monitor the birds' health. It's always possible, Fajri explained, that the farmer could cheat the contractor, for example,

by over-reporting mortality and selling or keeping the missing birds. But this is unlikely, as the PPL keeps detailed

records of the birds' development from day one until they are harvested.

Joper chickens weighing over 900 grams fetch more, and are sold on to the capital city Jakarta, West Java's pro-

vincial capital Bandung and the smaller district capital of Purwokerto in Central Java. Those less than 900 grams are

sold locally in the Yogyakarta region. Fajri knows of only one wholesale market in Yogyakarta, Pasar Kranggan, that

sells ayam Joper. Fajri's juragan sells the chickens on directly to various restaurants, or to small slaughterhouses which

in turn sell the cleaned birds to restaurants. Many of the small and middle-sized restaurant chains that claim to serve

ayam kampung or “village chickens” (such as Nyonya Suharti's Fried Chicken, and Yu Djum's gudeg restaurants in

Yogyakarta) are widely believed to be serving ayam Joper.

The COVID-19 pandemic and ensuing partial lockdown beginning in March 2020 caused a severe contraction of

the hotel and restaurant trade, with impacts on both watermelon and poultry markets. This provides an opportunity

to see how contracting relationships and contract farmers fare under stress. Watermelon prices fluctuated more than

usual between March and September 2020 but did not collapse, perhaps because of the availability of alternative

marketing channels to consumers, for example at urban roadside stalls. Some watermelon farmers had already

harvested before the restrictions set in, when prices were still stable. Boniman, who had planted somewhat later,

anticipated the falling prices by hiring only one labourer instead of the normal three, and increasing his own family

13We do not have details on the hours worked. A study of comparable broiler farms in Lombok island estimated the labour requirement as 19 person-hours

per day (Patrick, 2004, p. 58).
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labour inputs. Watermelon farming, as we have seen, occupies farmers for only a few months each year and they all

have other income sources.

In contrast, all broiler and ayam Joper farmers halted production within a few months after the introduction of

COVID-19 restrictions. Fajri and Taniyo had both stopped production by mid-2020; Fajri used the time to repair his

poultry shed, and Taniyo spent more days than previously working as a hired tractor operator or in other casual

work. Sugengs' broiler farm manager Bardi also stopped as of September 2020; as explained above, he is also a share

tenant on rice land and—although spending more time on the poultry farm than in the rice fields—has always identi-

fied himself as primarily a rice farmer, with the poultry farm job as supplement. For Sugeng as the “armchair” owner,

the cessation of production meant only a dip in one component of his livelihood, with his position as senior village

official and his wife's salary. As we finalize this article (October 2021) only Taniyo has returned to production, under

less profitable conditions. The slackened demand from restaurants due to the COVIDS-19 restrictions means that

the contractor sometimes delays buying the chickens, so they have to be fed not for 60–70 days but for up to

90 days, while feed prices have risen from Rp. 400,000 to 433,000 per sack. Perhaps because of these worsening

conditions, both Sugeng and Fajri did not resume production. Sugeng had his poultry shed dismantled in August

2021 and has turned to other business ventures; Fajri's newly-repaired poultry shed stands empty as he now is busy

growing horticultural crops on rented land.

These developments underline the advantages of the pluriactive pattern of Kaliloro livelihoods, for both rich and

poor; everyone has a fallback option. The very short production cycles and contracts in both watermelon and poultry

also mean that the contract farmers are not locked long-term into a crop and a contract, as they would be with tree

crops.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

As we have seen, share tenants and contract farmers enter production contracts to access production resources. For

share tenants, it is landlessness or land shortage and the lack of funds to rent in land that draws them into share ten-

ancy; for contract farmers, the contract is a way to engage in high-input, high output farming through access to the

working capital or non-land inputs—and the guaranteed market—provided by the buyer. The main similarities

between contract farming and sharecropping as labour regimes are that the farmers involved are not free to choose

the crop they plant, and they organize labour inputs (whether own-family or hired labour) themselves. They differ in

that contract farmers normally own or control their land, while share tenants by definition farm on another's land; in

contract farming at least some of the inputs (minimally seeds, or DOCs) are provided by and their use dictated by the

company, while share tenants are free (and obliged) to organize the inputs themselves; and contract farmers deliver

their entire crop against payment, while share tenants deliver a portion of their crop as land rent. This means in turn

that the mechanisms of surplus transfer between parties in the contract are also different: in sharecropping, via rent-

in-kind, and in contract farming via terms of trade (the relative pricing of inputs and outputs).

We have tried to depict some of these differences in the Table 1 below, which also includes owner-farmers,

cash-rent tenant farmers and wage workers for comparison.

Share tenancy may be a mode of surplus extraction, but it is not in itself a channel of penetration of capital into

smallholder farming. In smallholder rice cultivation, capital penetrates into the operations and livelihoods of both

owner-farmers and share tenants in the same way, not through cultivator-landowner relations but through

cultivator-agribusiness relations. In pre-Green Revolution share tenancy, landless farmers channelled surplus directly,

and their labourers indirectly, into the pockets of local petty landlords; in share tenancy today, with the huge

increase in purchased industrial inputs, they provide in addition a flow of surplus to Chayanov's “trading capitalists”
from whom they buy their non-labour inputs.

Contract farming, in contrast, is a mode of capital penetration where the contractors gain indirect access to

cheap labour through the contract, thereby transforming their capital into more capital. In the M–C–M+ cycle, “C” is
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not only the crop (watermelon, broilers, ayam Joper) but also the inputs traded or advanced to the cultivator. The

contract farmers—and if they hire labour, their labourers—occupy the end points in a chain of surplus flows chan-

nelled to smaller or larger agribusiness companies.

Share tenants and contract farmers in Kaliloro may find themselves at the wrong end of surplus transfers, sub-

ject to unpredictable price fluctuations, and bearing an unequal share of production risks. But in contrast to those

stuck in long-term contracts with powerful corporate bodies in other regions, Kaliloro's contract farmers, like the

share tenants, have both a way out (as the contracts are for a single short season only) and a fallback option (through

their pluriactive livelihood pattern).

As we have explained, the past 50 years of “Green Revolution” have seen a worsening for sharecroppers in the

division of net yield between cultivator and landowner. In a more recent time frame, watermelon farmers report a

worsening of their conditions through changing relative prices of inputs and outputs, and poorer-quality inputs pro-

vided by the buyers resulting in lower yields. Poultry farmers also seem to be facing higher input prices and market-

ing issues. In Kaliloro, as in most of Indonesia, for reasons of history and contemporary national politics neither share

tenants, watermelon farmers or contracted poultry farmers are involved in farmer organizations or movements which

could help to improve their conditions and bargaining position vis-à-vis the various private and corporate actors who

provide their inputs and absorb their products.

Our exploration and comparison of share tenancy and contract farming has shown the considerable variation in

contracting arrangements and in the class positions of contracted smallholders, even in the context of a single village.

A landless share tenant cultivating 0.1 ha occupies a different class position than the smallholder who enters three

share tenancy contracts to expand his rice farm from 0.2 to 0.5 ha; a petty land owner who sharecrops out her tiny

0.05 ha of sawah is at opposite end of the class structure to the village official who parcels out 2.3 ha of salary-land

to 18 different share tenants. Likewise, the watermelon farmers on 0.175 and 1.0 ha, and the ayam Joper and “arm-

chair” broiler contract farmers, show contrasting patterns of own- and wage-labour use and corresponding positions

as petty commodity or petty capitalist producers. This internal differentiation among contracted smallholders under-

lines our earlier remarks on the need to avoid generic or essentialized notions of contracting and its implications for

those involved. In studying agrarian labour regimes and their implications for direct producers, the form of the rela-

tionship is less important than its content and function—its “activity,” “what the thing does” (Aristotle, 2014). In this

perspective, neither contract farming nor share tenancy are in themselves good or bad for small-scale cultivators.

Beneficial or adverse terms of incorporation in such relationships are determined more by the content and function-

ing than by the form of the relationship. This functioning, and the actual balance of burdens and benefits—often

TABLE 1 Summary characteristics of different smallholder labour regimes

Owns

land?

Free to
choose

crop?

Free to
organize

inputs?

Free to
sell/use

crop?

Mechanisms of surplus transfer

Non-

monetary Monetary

Owner-farmer Yes Yes Yes Yes Terms of trade; interest on

loans

Share tenant No No Yes (part) Rent in

kind

Terms of trade; interest on

loans

Cash rent

tenant

No Yes Yes Yes Rent in cash; terms of trade;

interest on loans

Contract

farmer

Sometimes No No No Product delivery in kind;

terms of trade; interest

on loans

Wage worker No No No No Surplus

value

Terms of trade

(consumption)
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contravening the provisions of written contracts or state regulation—are largely determined by power relations

between the contracting parties.
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APPENDIX A: MECHANISMS OF SURPLUS EXTRACTION FROM PEASANT HOUSEHOLDS

Deere and de Janvry's model of peasant household organization, showing levels of analysis and (potential) mecha-

nisms of surplus extraction (Deere & de Janvry, 1979, p. 603).14

14This reproduces the original diagram which contains a small error: in the right-hand (“circulation”) column “rent in cash” and “taxes” have been run into

one, while they are of course two separate mechanisms
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